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Response by Jennifer Todd  

i. What is at issue? 

Have the cultural and communal conditions of conflict in Northern Ireland changed in line with the 

political-institutional changes brought by the Good Friday Agreement (GFA) of 1998? Is what John 

Hume called ‘a healing process’ happening? And if not, why not? This report shows that there is 

incremental change, a very slow healing process. That is the good news. The bad news is that it is 

reversible, or that it may be. And the detail of the long report shows just this.  

ii. What does the report show? 

It is often said that ‘ordinary people’ have very different views than protesting loyalists. The data 

shows that this is true. Neither loyalist flag protestors, nor loyalist fears in general, are typical of the 

wider Protestant population. They have felt an improvement in community relations and expect this 

to increase. They have increasingly moved from a British to a Northern Irish identity, particularly the 

young. They haven’t felt disadvantaged by equalisation process which has massively benefitted the 

Catholic population and changed Catholic attitudes.  

Indeed the broad picture painted by the report is positive. We see that an increasing majority of 

people in Northern Ireland), Protestant and Catholic, want more mixing: the majority who wanted to 

live in a mixed religion neighbourhood  increased from about 70% in the early 1990s to over 80% 

through most of the 2000s (Morrow et al, 6-10) . Resistance to mixed marriages in the family has 

decreased from close to 30% to under 20% in the 2000s.   

However, as the report points out, there is volatility in the findings. There are sharp declines of 10% 

and more in support for neighbourhood and workplace mixing since 2010, and p to 10% in support 

for mixing, and optimism has crashed by about 15%. The same happened with the Holy Cross events 

of 2001, but the positive indicators recovered - until the last 2 years. Moreover Catholic hopes 

crashed more - by up to 30% in 2001 - and up to 40% for the youth.  And some sub-groupings are 

most vulnerable to disillusion, turning away from mixing, a sense of increased polarisation: tends to 

be young, urban dwellers, those without educational qualifications, P 38 graph.   

This down-turn began before the loyalist protest of 2012=13. The protest appears to have expressed 

a sense of disillusion amongst the most vulnerable group of Protestants.  We don’t yet have all the 

data, but it seems clear that the protests and mobilisation also magnified that disillusion.  Loyalists 
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are not representative of the population at large. However the danger is that their protests, and 

their highlighting of cultural issues, are making the Protestant half of the population more like them, 

and the Catholic half more opposed to them?   

John Hume predicted a gradual ‘healing process’ after political agreement and peace. Surveys give 

evidence of such a process among the wider population, but it is also dangerously slow and can go 

into reverse. The changes that might have been thought would follow from GFA itself, and later St A, 

and devolution in a context of equality, are not happening incrementally and cumulatively.  

iii. Analysis: The significance of the data 

From a historical perspective, the results are not reassuring. Recall that community relations were 

improving in the 1960s, with - according to Barritt and Carter - more mixing than before, and with 

what John Whyte called considerable constitutional flexibility shown in the first opinion polls in 

1967-8 - in 1967, as now, most Catholics were not in favour of an independent united Ireland. Marc 

Mulholland, looking at the archives, was struck by the optimism of the time - those against change 

were seen as dinosaurs. But by 1969-70 polarisation had begun and the middle ground - seemingly 

unassailable in 1967-8 - was falling away.  

To be sure, there was more at stake in 1967-8: significant inequality, unionist dominance politically, 

socially and culturally, a constitutional understanding that it was either a united Ireland or British 

sovereignty (although in fact people in Northern Ireland seemed to have more flexible ideas), no 

meeting of minds between the two states, and no preparation for conflict in either. But there is a 

level of similarity. In each case, there was a period of increasing optimism and increasing 

permeability of boundaries, with - in each case - a minority loyalist reaction. In each case assertion 

(civil rights, nationalist decreasing of the flying of the British flag) provoked greater loyalist reaction. 

Today the structural conditions of conflict may be largely removed, but very similar cultural 

processes remain. This is when ordinary reasonable people, seemingly permeable boundaries with 

‘other side’, are suddenly triggered opposition - their moderation goes, when it happens socially, the 

middle ground is marginalised.   

What are those cultural processes and how do they work? What are their conditions of existence, 

culturally? They are not national difference, not ethnic difference, not religious difference, not moral 

difference, not even political difference. What people in Northern Ireland call ‘sectarianism’ is 

something else, a composite boundary, a composite identity that totalises and merges all of these 

into an all-encompassing division and opposition: it creates a composite boundary that is powerful 

and divisive and exclusive. Most people most of the time try to avoid this in everything they do: that 
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is why they avoid discussion of contentious issues. There is a minority of activists who do accept this 

vision most of the time. But what has happened is that intermittently many people come to accept 

this totalising vision and they act accordingly, and the middle ground falls away... This happened 

with internment, hunger strikes, Anglo-Irish Agreement, decommissioning, policing reform, and 

maybe the flags protest... 

Calling the conflict national, or ethnic, distracts us from the process of totalisation.  That process is 

similar in very different conflicts: for example documented by Bar-Tal in Israel-Palestine. And the key 

thing is that the problem is totalisation and opposition, not nationality or ethnicity. When I talk of 

identity shift, I don’t mean shifting in nationality, I mean shifting in the totalising oppositional way of 

being national. Being British or Irish or both has to be respected and recognised: but some ways of 

being British or Irish are totalising, oppositional, and everything should be done to get people to 

change those oppositional ways of being national.  

Comparatively, social scientists don’t know as much as we should about how such totalising 

opposition is triggered. The report shows us some very important things about it:  

i. Significant volatility in views and optimism - perception of community relations and 

degree of polarisation - with events.  

ii. Second, it shows that the events that can trigger intense responses are very asymmetric 

between the communities... We shouldn’t as analysts expect symmetry between these 

populations with different histories and different expectations.  

iii.  Third, that top down changes - even those initially opposed - can make a big difference 

in perspectives. Equalisation has changed Catholic expectations and judgements, and 

even their aims: it has not produced any increased sense of disadvantage among most 

Protestants.   It has removed one trigger for opposition.  

iv. Fourth, that much lesser changes, over which there is some local control, have caused 

much more polarisation. In the recent period = and we are only talking about symbolism 

and flags here - a solid 10% have been affected in their perceptions and hopes for the 

future, and attitudes to mixing  by the protests, and among some groups - urban, young, 

without qualifications who are most affected by contention - up to 20%. There has been 

the beginning of a repolarisation on this issue.  

Is it only 20% that are affected? Is the rest of the population safe from polarisation? If so, one could 

say that the settlement is safe too. It would need at least 51% of either population to endanger it. 
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But it’s far from clear that it is safe.  Let me give a pessimistic reading of the data based on the 

politics modules of the NILT.  

If the first decade of the 2000s is a guide, then only about a quarter of Protestants -  the percentage 

who continued to support the GFA even after broad unionist support fell away - no longer 

vulnerable to the wider fears and insecurities of their community (about the same percentage in 

2003 disagreed that Protestants were underdogs, agreed that their culture was protected and 

consistently over time said that they would positively welcome a united Ireland achieved 

democratically - It would be interesting to see if they are the same quarter...and what their socio-

demographic characteristics are). But equally there is a larger proportion who turned against the 

Agreement - close to 80% - and within this - 40% - who felt very vulnerable in 2003, underdogs, their 

culture unprotected: But within this only a smaller number - steadily decreasing from 23% in 1998 to 

15% in 2011 - felt politically cornered, unable to accept a united Ireland even if it was achieved 

democratically. Over the period this makes Protestants a 25-55-20 population, with one quarter 

unmobilisable, around a fifth threatened, already polarised, and the rest vulnerable to polarisation 

depending on events. One really disturbing feature of 2012 is that the proportion of polarised has 

risen - back up to 25% unwilling to accept a democratically achieved united Ireland. Are these the 

same group that don’t want mixing?  

The report shows something really important about who is most likely to be in the oppositional 

minorities of those opposed to mixing, feeling community relations are worse than before and 

expecting no improvement. Among Protestants, unionism and British identity are most highly 

associated with such opposition. From the previous chapters, and again I may have misunderstood, 

it seems that urban areas are also important for both.  These are not residual categories. Evidently 

not all unionists nor all British identifiers among Protestants are among the oppositional core, but 

they look like they are the most mobilisable.  Why is this? Morrow et al suggest that there is a sense 

of fear in unionism and it has historically lent itself to totalising opposition, encouraged and 

mobilised and built it. But I would argue that there is no reason that the Union should do this, or a 

sense of British affinity and identity - any more than a sense of Irish identity or nationalist aims. It is 

clearly urgent to find ways to deconstruct the oppositional fears and assumptions and values... .  

What does the report tell us about Catholics - They in contrast, have been very satisfied with the 

post-1998 position in Northern Ireland. They are satisfied enough at present not to want a united 

Ireland, although their Irish identification has increased. For Catholics, if I have read the report 

correctly, there is a somewhat smaller oppositional core than for Protestants, and the correlations 

are less stark than for Protestants - again we should not expect symmetry - but those opposed to 
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mixing are most likely to be Irish and nationalist identifiers and the young. The report also shows 

that Catholics - and particularly the young - are highly attuned to events and volatile in their 

attitudes: Morrow et al note leaps of up to 40% in young Catholic expectations of the future  

(Morrow et al,). A strong Protestant repolarisation, mobilisation and withdrawal from cooperation 

are highly likely to produce a Catholic response although its form - withdrawal, assertion, or a move 

for constitutional change - is not now predictable.  

iv. Agenda for the future 

 We have to use research - this time comparative research, combined with internal NI 

research - to see how change is brought about in the assumptions and practices that are 

central to identity and to opposition? The answers in the comparative literature are clear. 

Top down changes in power relations, top-down institutional changes, and top down 

symbolic reconstitution of the polity. (Laitin) And bottom up gradual institutional changes 

with incremental but transformational effects. (Streeck and Thelen) And social movements, 

but they are less relevant in Northern Ireland. The past two decades have seen very 

radically top-down structural changes and important if uneven bottom up institutional 

change. We need to look qualitatively and quantitatively - through NILT - at how and for 

whom these have triggered identity shifts away from opposition.  

 We also need to ask how to increase the momentum of change. Without entering the 

arguments in detail, the one thing that has not been done in Northern Ireland is serious 

top-down symbolic change. The GFA gives everyone here the right to be and to be 

recognised as British or Irish or both. But conventional understandings of British and Irish 

from within each state are not so easily compatible. To my mind, the answer is not to 

abolish those nationalities with a new Northern Irish one. It is rather time to push not the 

parties of the executive but the British and Irish states to rethink, restructure, deconstruct 

and open up the national ‘we’.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


